
Hey Guys, how are you ? Could you introduce the band ? What kind of 
music are you playing ?

Hello, we are Pandemia, Miltos-Vocals, Vagellis-Drums, Kostas-Guitar 
and George-Bass. We started, planning to play a mix of the 80's greek 
punk sound (bands like Γενιά του Χάους (Chaos Generation), Αδιέξοδο 
(Dead End), Stress, Ex-Humans) and classic 80's anarcho-punk 
(Rudimentary Peni, Disrupters, Crisis, Amebix). We think we came quite 
close to that sound.

And what are you doing while you're not playing with Pandemia ? Other 
bands, zines, socio-political activities ? Work ? 

The population of Greece is about 10milions and there are about 1million 
unemployed so it's strange that all 4 members of a punk band are working. 
Except working and playing with Pandemia we also have or had other 
bands and try to be as active/supportive as possible in the diy scene and 
anarchist movement in Greece.

What are the lyrics about ?? It's the big question cause there is any 
translation in the LP. Who writes the Lyrics ? Is it also important for other 
members who doesn't sings ?

The lyrics are written by Miltos who sings, the reason for that is that he 
felt it more "natural" and also since they are written by the same person 
there is a similar style, if we can call it like that, between the songs. Of 
course they were discusted with the other members and often changed in 
some parts, after suggestions. The lyrics are about situations we meet in 
our every day life, things that make us 
ungry/happy/dissapointed/hopefull/thoughtfull, solidarity, marginalisation,
religion and more.... They are not translated in the LP because many times 
words or exrpessions in a language have a special meaning or feeling so 
their translation can only be indicative about what they say. We think that 
in nowdays it's easy for somebody to find a way to translate them.

What the ideas behind the expression « Modern Plague », the title of your 
LP and the name of the band ?

Like in other countries, also here in Greece it's usual for a punk band to 
have a name of a disease or something like that so after some discussion 
this name came up. Like the title of our LP it emphasizes on a vicious 



inhospitable condition for people that is spread all over the world.

How you guys came to punk ? Which bands was very important for you ? 
And why ? I absolutly don't know your ages but i also would like to ask if 
it was easy for you, as kids, to have acces to punk diy culture.

Our ages are 28-33, so there was no broadband internet in Greece when we
were teenagers. Only the two of us were raised in Athens where access to 
punk culture was as easy as it could be in Greece. The other two of us 
started listening to rock or metal which was played in many media. Who 
were the most importand bands for us is difficult to answer, many bands 
from punk, hardcore, rock, metal, darkwave and other kinds.

Seems like greek punk bands are really close from squatt movement and 
anarchism. Are you thinking I'm wrong while writing that ? Do you think 
things have changed on this point ? And finnaly what punk could represent
in social change perspective ? Is punk make many people meet themself 
where you are ?

Indeed, punk in Greece was, and still is, very close to both anarchism and 
squatt movement. Most concerts are with no entrance free in squatts or 
universities and usually politically involved (from their poster to the 
reason they are organised for). We can't exactly say what punk could 
represent in social change perspective but it sure can introduce young 
people in a different way of thinking, make it easy for somebody to 
express himself and also through concerts, zines, music trading etc help 
someone find people like him.

And how do you see greek punk in the international punk network ? 
Greek punks records not looks to be easy to find abroad ? And not many 
bands doesn't take the time translate their lyrics.
Is many foreign bands come on tour in greece ? And finaly are local punks
very interresting by UK/US bands ? Do you think most of actual punk 
bands in greece are mainly influenced by old greek punk music?

We can't say for sure if it's good or bad but for most bands in Greece 
music is not number one in their priorities. Most times music comes after 
political statement, expression or even just having fun. The reslult is that 
no matter how long time a band exists there may not be the number of 
albums expected (and also not translated lyrics) or plans of going on tour 
in other countries. For this result responsible is also the fact that there are 



no big labels here in Greece (like many in USA or Germany for example) 
and of course the Greek language that except its difficulty it also uses 
characters not common to other languages (ψ, π, θ, δ,γ and more) making 
it even stranger to others. As I mentioned before there is internet now so 
it's easier for anybody to find records from all over the world, tour 
arrangements, finding new groups that you like. As for the music 
influences of greek punk bands of course old greek punk bands take a big 
part (it's what most of us listen when we first got into punk) but also any 
band has influences from classic bands and from the bands that are close to
their music style.

If you have only three words for describe the city you're living in. Which 
one you'll choose ?

Two-faced, old, grey.

Could we talk a bit about Villa Amalias eviction ? What kind of place it 
was ? Why the authorities decided to put an end to it ? How it's happened ?
Is there a new place or several places who are currently replace it ?

Villa amalias except being home for many people through the years was 
also one of the oldest and most popular punk squats in Athens for doing 
punk-political-antifascist events that took part almost everyday. They 
evicted the squat because villa was a problem for some  in the nearby area 
and for other political reasons (states' plans for the building, trying to show
who's in control etc). As a part of the house we said that villa is missing in 
all parts...Right now there is not a new place, other squats got envicted 
also at the same time in Athens, we hope one day a new villa amalias will 
rise again.

How is it to squat in Athens ? What's the law about squatting ? I there 
many empty houses and many homeless people ?

These days squat in athens is totally dificult, the law is that if you squat to 
make a political place the police will evict you directly.Yes its true there is
a lot of empty houses and also a lot of homeless people some of them 
make squats only for living and if they are lucky they stay if not the cops 
will soon come. The big problem is that the most of the empty houses 
belong to the fucking church and they don't give nothing....

Is there lot's of people who take the choice to escape from the cities and try



to satisphy their needs without the economy and institutions ? 

The last years a lot of people have left the city to try something new 
because of the economic crisis. If you dont have a job or if you don't have 
something to make a living it's very hard to live in the city.

And you guys, if you weren't living under capitalism reign, what you'll do 
with your lives ?

Playing music all the time hahahaaaa(fun). We have't thought about this 
yet..we first need to fight until this happens.

So I think it's the end of the interview . Thanks a lot for reply to my 
questions. Add what you want for finish. I just would like to ask you one 
last thing. Can you send me a few pics for illustrate the interview ? Not 
especially one with your face and the shirt from the last hype band. But 
maybe a few pics from the places where punk gigs happen in Athens, a 
grafiti you're like or anythink cool.

Thanx for the question very interesting interview keep strong and all the 
people in the scene stay angry.


